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Discipline as the Path to Freedom:
A Paradox
By Jannice Moore

and developing their governance
capabilities, by correcting and reguBoards that are considering Policy lating themselves for the sake of
Governance ® sometimes decide improvement – in other words, exeragainst it because they say it is “too cising self-discipline as a board.
hard.” What they really mean is that
they don‟t wish to exercise disci- The exercise of self-discipline, rather
pline! Many boards tend to shy away than being a set of “rules” under
from discipline. Perhaps it‟s because which boards chafe, is actually the
the word evokes mental images of path to freedom!
punishment – when our parents or
teachers disciplined us, we did not Merriam-Webster includes in the
always appreciate it (at least not at definitions for freedom these conthe time)! However, there are sev- cepts: “ease, facility,” “boldness of
eral additional meanings to the word. conception or execution,” and
Rather than
The Merriam-Webster Dictionary “unrestricted use.”
thinking
of
discipline
as
restraining,
includes these: a field of study; trainlet‟s
consider
it
as
a
key
to
freedom,
ing that corrects, molds or perfects
the
key
to
allowing
boards
to
boldly
the mental faculties or moral characconceptualize
what
could
be
in the
ter; orderly or prescribed conduct or
future.
pattern of behaviour; self-control; a
rule or system of rules governing
conduct or activity. The definition of Examples of Discipline as
discipline as a verb (such as “to exer- the Path to Freedom
cise discipline”) includes “to train or Joel Weldon (1) tells the inspiring
develop by instruction and exercise, story of a young man whose goal
especially in self-control.” Finally, was to qualify for the Olympic trials
“self-discipline” is defined as in the marathon. Here‟s what he said
“correction or regulation of oneself about the discipline of running
26,000 miles to train for a 26 mile
for the sake of improvement.”
marathon: “What does the word
Boards have a moral and fiduciary "discipline" mean? It means freeresponsibility to govern responsibly dom! It's not putting yourself in a
on behalf of an organization‟s own- box; it's putting yourself on top of
ers. Therefore, they should be con- the box, giving yourself a structure
stantly seeking to improve their abil- that can support you. The box is not
ity to govern, by having an orderly a trap, a confinement, or a prison
approach to their work, by training cell. It's a platform, a solid step that

affords you a higher vantage point
from which to view your possibilities.”
There are countless examples of discipline as the key to freedom.
American swimmer Michael Phelps,
who won eight gold medals at the
2008 Beijing Olympics, has been
quoted as saying, “Swimming is normal for me. I'm relaxed. I'm comfortable, and I know my surroundings.
It's my home.” But that freedom did
not come without discipline. Starting in his pre-teens, he swam 50
miles a week; his intensive Olympic
training included over 70 grueling
workouts in a three week period.
At the 2010 Winter Olympics in
Vancouver, Canadian figure skater
Joannie Rochette applied great selfdiscipline, carrying on with her per-
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formance only two days after the
death of her mother. The discipline
of her training gave her the freedom
to keep her goal of achieving a
medal in the forefront, even in the
face of personal tragedy, and to win
the bronze.
Consider Web 2.0 where users are
able to interact and collaborate with
each other in a virtual community,
rather than passively viewing content. This freedom of collaboration
is made possible by the “nearly religious application of open standards. .
. . The open standard is the control
that enables the relinquishing of control. . . . Freedom without discipline
becomes the freedom not to reach
our goal.” (2)

Itzhak Perlman, widely considered to
be one of the preeminent violin virtuosi of the 20th century – winner of
five Grammy Awards, and honoured
with medals by both Presidents
Reagan and Clinton – achieved the
freedom of making his violin sing
through the exercise of discipline.
His daily routine includes rising at
5:15 A.M., and practicing for nine
hours every single day of the year,
except concert days, when, in addition to the concert, he practices four
and one-half hours. (3)
The violin itself is an example of
freedom through discipline. “If a
violin string is lying on a table loose
and detached from any violin, some
might suppose it „free‟ because it is
unconstrained. But what, one should
ask oneself, is it „free‟ to do or be?
Certainly it cannot vibrate with beau2

tiful music in such a condition of
limpness. Yet if you fasten one end
of it to the tailpiece of the violin and
the other to a peg in the scroll, then
tighten it to its allotted pitch, you
have rendered it free to play. And
you might say that spiritually the
string has been liberated by being
tied tightly at both ends. For this is
one of the great paradoxes of the
world to be seen and tested on every
side: the principle of emancipation
by discipline.” (4)

a direction that will ensure your organization makes a difference in the
world.

Steps to Freedom

Peter Clemens (5) has outlined a
number of steps to achieving the
freedom that comes from exercising
self-discipline as an individual.
Those same steps can be applied in
the group setting of a board.

Step One: Self-knowledge
“Discipline means behaving according to what you have decided is best,
Applying the discipline of regardless of how you feel in the
using a systematic ap- moment.” [emphasis added] Board
proach to the important self-knowledge involves deciding
work of governing is, what behaviour will best reflect the
goals and values of the board as a
paradoxically, the path to whole. Writing these values down in
freedom.
policies ensures that everyone on the
board knows what they are and
Entrepreneurs know the freedom of agrees to commit to them.
“being one‟s own boss” is obtained
only through the exercise of disci- Step Two: Conscious Awareness
pline. As a business owner, I am In order to exercise self-discipline
free to take a day off in the middle of you must be consciously aware of
the week, or to go on an extended what you are doing or not doing.
vacation. But I have achieved that Having set a standard for yourselves
freedom by applying the discipline as a board, regularly reflecting on
of committing to self-imposed dead- your behaviour and comparing it to
lines (like getting this newsletter that standard will create this conarticle written on time!), keeping the scious awareness. A good way to do
commitments I make to clients, set- this is to assign a board member the
ting aside time to develop new prod- task of being the “monitor” at each
ucts, and continuing to hone my meeting. The monitor can act as a
skills. This framework of discipline mirror, reflecting back to the board‟s
is what makes my freedom possible. conscious awareness what it is doing
– and whether that is consistent with
There are simple every-day exam- what it said it would do – and what it
ples as well – practicing the disci- is not doing – that it said it would do.
pline of charging your cell phone
results in the freedom of knowing it Step Three: Commitment to Selfwill not run out during an important Discipline
call. The discipline of keeping the While writing down the goals and
larder stocked results in the freedom values in policies is necessary, it is
not sufficient. There needs to be an
to cook creatively.
internal commitment to follow
So it is with boards. Applying the through. We all know organizations
discipline of using a systematic ap- that have policies but don‟t follow
proach to the important work of gov- them. Self-discipline means “living”
erning is, paradoxically, the path to the policies, not just “having” them.
freedom – the freedom to think more To make certain that the board in
creatively, to envision a future that is fact does what it said it would, and in
better than the past or present, to set the way it said it would, a tracking

system is helpful. Regular, deliberate self-evaluation that compares the
board‟s actual behaviour to the standard set in its policies is a way of
keeping track. (See „Board SelfEvaluation‟ Tool Kit described on
page 12 of this publication for assistance with self-evaluation).

rather than the means is stifling. The
purpose of exercising self-discipline
as a board is to enable you to achieve
your central purpose – ensuring that
your organization achieves what it
should, and in doing so, that it does
not use means that are unethical or
imprudent. As Stephen Covey has
succinctly said, “The main thing is to
Step 4: Courage
keep the main thing the main thing.”
Practicing self-discipline as an indi- The discipline should always serve
vidual is difficult. It‟s also difficult the purpose of the board‟s role as
as a board. In the board setting, you agent for the owners.
are dealing with the moods and passions, not of just one person, but of
each person in the group. It takes a
courageous board to commit to selfdiscipline, but the rewards are worth
it.
Step 5: Internal Coaching
In talking about personal selfdiscipline, Clemens recommends
“internal coaching” or self-talk to
“remind you of your goals, call up
courage, reinforce your commitment
and keep you conscious of the task at
hand.” That‟s good advice for a
board as well. External coaching can
also help a board to keep the goal in
the forefront, reinforce its commitment, and bring to its conscious at- Discipline requires practice
tention whether its behaviour is con- “Discipline is the ability to do the
right thing at the right time for the
sistent with its commitment.
right reason.” (7) Dr. William
Policy Governance as a Dis- DeVries, the famous heart surgeon,
ciplined System Leading to said that the reason you practice is so
that you will do things automatically
Freedom
the same way every time. When the
The Policy Governance model develchips are down, when you are in the
oped by Dr. John Carver (6) is a sysmiddle of a crisis, having practiced
tem for governing boards that results
the exercise of discipline will stand
in the freedom to explore new possiyou in good stead. “Freedom comes
bilities for the future your organizanot from the absence of restraint, but
tion can help to create. The system
from the presence of discipline . . .
takes some time to learn, and rewhen we find ourselves in the midquires a commitment to selfdle of a crisis it is too late.” (7)
discipline on the part of the board.
However, there is a pay-off.
Avoid being a dilettante

A Few Cautions

Discipline itself is not the goal
While discipline is very important,
boards should remember that discipline itself is not the goal. Elevating
discipline so that it becomes an end

Al Payson (8) describes musicians
who want freedom, but skim lightly
over discipline as dilettantes. They
plunge in with great gusto, but very
little technique, mistakenly believing
that what they lack in proficiency
will be made up by their great talent.

He calls this a “crude display of incompetence.” It pains me to say that
many boards resemble the dilettante
when it comes to Policy Governance.
They dabble. They even develop
policies, but the policies are only
followed when it “suits” the board.
This lack of discipline in applying
the principles of the model will not
result in the freedom that it promises.
This is unfortunate, because many of
these boards are made up of gifted
people who, working together to
apply a system, could lead their organizations to greatness. However,
they are not prepared to make that
commitment.
Avoid being a pedant
Payson describes another type of
musician as a “pendant”: he who
gives a precise, technically perfect
performance – but it is wooden, it
lacks “soul.” Many boards tend to
get “stuck in the mechanics” of Policy Governance, not moving on to
the freedom it enables. They “do”
Policy Governance instead of
“using” Policy Governance to help
them govern effectively. Yes, it‟s
important to apply the discipline, but
not for its own sake. Practice so that
the processes become automatic.
Then concentrate on the purpose of
your organization. Applying the disciplines of Policy Governance can
free your time from the mundane,
day to day operational focus and
move you into that “on top of the
box” space where you can exercise
the freedom to dream, to create, to
truly lead.
Don‟t be a stylist
Payson describes one more musical
type to be avoided – the individual
that wants to use music primarily as
a vehicle to project his own ego. He
has to “express himself” rather than
giving an honest presentation of the
music. Instead of focusing on what
the composer intended, he wants to
leave his own mark. This detracts
from the music itself.
“Stylist”
boards say, “We are unique. We
3

can‟t use all of the Policy Governance principles because we want to
do things our way. They miss two
important points: (1) Their primary
task is not to express their will, but
to find out what the “composer” –
their owners – intended. They are
agents of the owners, and as such are
acting on behalf of the owners. (2)
There are only a small number of
principles that must be followed in
order for Policy Governance to operate as the system it is intended to be.
There are a large number of areas in
which boards can indeed do things
their way, consistent with the culture
of their organization. However, the
discipline of maintaining the basic
principles must be there first.

The Freedom Pay-Off

British mathematician and philosopher Alfred North Whitehead (1861–
1947) described the educational
process like this: “It consists of going from freedom through discipline
to freedom again.” That is an apt
description of the board that decides
to learn to use Policy Governance
well. It goes from the freedom of
“doing anything we want, any way
we want” through the discipline of
learning to use a system, and use it
well, so that it is then free, but this
time, free to lead its organization to
greater accomplishment on behalf of
those for whom it governs. Applying

―Discipline is the ability to
do the right thing at the
right time for the right reason.‖
- Richard Foster

push through to the freedom Policy
Governance brings.
Policy Governance can put your
board “on top of the box,” or if desired, you can choose to remove the
box altogether. The former Chair of
one of my client boards, Gerald
Anderson (9), expressed this freedom vividly: “Thinking outside the
box has been used so much in the
business community and in our society that it has become a cliché. The
problem is that even when you're
outside the box, the box still exists,
imposing its limitations to a certain
extent or at least providing points of
reference. Policy Governance has
taken us so far outside the box that
the box no longer exists. It encourages the mind to explore options that
have no bounds, allowing one to
consider all possibilities. As new
members of the Board caught the
vision, they found themselves empowered to expand their thinking, to
explore possibilities that they had
never thought possible. At the same
time, Policy Governance gave us a
structure and form that kept us focused on our responsibilities to our
owners and our Ends. It was an
amazing combination that took us
beyond anything that we had thought
possible and the results were exceptional. There was substantial resistance from the general membership
in the beginning but we persisted. Even the early detractors
came to realize that this was a positive move in the way that we did
business and there has been no looking back.”
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Jannice Moore
Jannice Moore, President of The
Governance Coach™ has over thirty
years experience as a manager,
planner, consultant and educator
and has studied directly with Dr.
John Carver. She has assisted hundreds of boards in a variety of fields
to implement the Policy Governance
model. She has a Masters degree in
Health Services Administration from
the University of Alberta. Jan is
author of the book Governance for
Health System Trustees, published
by the CHA Press, as well as the
Policy Governance Toolkit series,
and is a regular author in Board
Leadership, published by JosseyBass. She is past Chair of the board
of the International Policy Governance® Association and Chair-Elect of
the board of Wycliffe Canada.

An Introduction to Policy
Governance®
October 17, 2011 Calgary, AB
9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.

International Hotel
Networking Breakfast at 8:30 A.M. Lunch provided.

Who Should Attend?

New board members or executives of a board using Policy Governance, to help you get
“up to speed” with the governance process used by your board.

Board members or executives of an organization not currently using Policy Governance, who would like to know more about how it works.
Board members or executives of an organization using Policy Governance, who would
like a “refresher‖ to better understand the model.
Staff members who provide administrative support to a board using Policy Governance.

At the conclusion of this one-day workshop …
Participants will have a clear understanding of the principles of John Carver’s Policy
Governance® model. This will include understanding:
The major components of the job of governing and the accountability of the board
The four categories of policy the board needs to develop (with experience in
sample policy development)
Governance process - how the board itself functions – conduct, discipline,
use of committees, and relationships
Executive Limitations - prudence and ethics constraints within which the
CEO must operate
Board-Management Delegation - how the board delegates authority and assesses its use
Ends - what benefits are provided, for which people, at what cost or worth
Why the board’s primary focus should be the organization’s long-term results and
how to maintain that focus in practice
How the board can clearly delegate to hold executive staff accountable
The concept of monitoring the CEO’s compliance with policies
The different types of information a board needs and being clear about expectations
How to structure the board and its committees to govern most effectively
How to structure board agendas so that the board controls its own agenda and uses it
as a method of governing proactively.

Join us for an informative and educational seminar !
Contact the International Hotel at 1-800-661-8627
for special accommodation rates: quote The Governance Coach

Register by September 1 for the Super Early-Bird Rate: $400
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
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Board Chair Forum on Policy Governance®
October 4-5, 2011 9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.
International Hotel, Calgary, AB
Networking Breakfast at 8:30 A.M.

Lunch provided.

This two-day forum is an opportunity for the “Chief Governance Officer” – Board Chair, as well
as the Vice-Chair and those being prepared for board leadership positions – to learn practical
methods of providing leadership to your board, and network with the Chairs of other boards using
Policy Governance®. The first day and morning of the second day will be led by Jannice Moore,
The Governance Coach.™

You will discover:
Some practical tips and strategies to use in developing effective
ownership linkage

How to lead your board in planning an effective “enrichment strategy”
Ways to lead the development of “future-focused” agendas

What you should expect from your CEO in a monitoring report

How to lead the board in effectively assessing monitoring reports
Appropriate ways to use an audit committee
How to conduct the annual CEO evaluation

Strategies for board self-evaluation to enhance your accountability
Practical ideas for ensuring your policies adequately address risk
How to use your policies to help you solve problems
Answers to your specific questions and issues

A special afternoon session on day two will be led by Pat Knoll, Q.C. Pat is a law professor,
and a registered parliamentarian in both Canada and the US. He will provide a lively, interactive overview of various rules of order for business meetings, including Robert’s Rules, as well
as lesser-known authorities. This session will include a review of all the major procedural
tools for efficient decision-making.
There is a pro-active means to achieve
change at the board level…this has been
- Past Participant
very energizing!”

“The concept of board self-evaluation
was new and excellent”

- Past Participant

Pat Knoll, Q.C.

Contact the International Hotel at 1-800-661-8627
for special accommodation rates: quote The Governance Coach

by August 15 for the Super Early-Bird Rate: $1,120
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
6

Register

Advanced Policy Governance® Application
October 18, 2011 Calgary, AB
9:00 A.M.—4:00 P.M.
International Hotel
Networking Breakfast at 8:30 A.M. Lunch provided.

Who Should Attend?

Board members, Board Chairs, CEO’s and administrative staff
who want an in-depth look at advanced application
“I have been working with “Carver” for several years, but now
I actually feel like I understand the whole system!”
- Past Participant

The Power of Monitoring

Monitoring provides a powerful mechanism for the board to
control without micromanaging. This advanced session on
monitoring will feature the opportunity to do ―hands-on‖ work
with monitoring reports.

Here‟s why you should attend if you write monitoring reports! You will learn:
What should be included in a monitoring report for
Ends
What should be included in a monitoring report for
Executive Limitations
What should not be included in monitoring reports
and why
How to write a good interpretation
What constitutes evidence in a monitoring report
Tips on how to save time in writing monitoring reports

If you are a board member who assesses monitoring reports, you will learn:
What to look for in an interpretation
What to look for in evidence
What should be included when engaging an external
monitor
When and how to appropriately do „direct inspection’
Tips on how to save time when assessing monitoring
reports
How to document the board’s decisions about
monitoring reports
How monitoring reports and CEO evaluations connect

Future-Focused Agendas
If you are a board member, CEO, or administrative staff member who supports board function,
you will learn:
What to do if your board has put policies in place,
and is saying “So what do we do now?”
What to do if your board is feeling “stuck in the
mechanics” of Policy Governance, rather than
using the model as a tool to govern well
What to do if your board has policies in place, and is
now feeling complacent
How to reap the real value of the Policy Governance
model by moving to a whole new level of governance
How to apply the principles of the model effectively
to provide future-focused leadership for your organization
Tools and tips for creating agendas that will help your
board set the course for an organization that is
healthy and viable not just today and tomorrow, but
for the long term future
What to do with the information you get
What to do with the information you gather in ownership linkage
How to support your board’s agenda effectively by
providing the right kinds of information

Contact the International Hotel 1– 800-661-8627
for special accommodation rates: quote The Governance Coach

Register by September 1 for the Super Early-Bird Rate: $400
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
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Policy Governance®:
A Systematic Solution
for Financial Oversight
By Jason Hamlin
If you are a Board member that is
concerned about your organization's
financial integrity, you are not alone.
An important part of a board's duty
is to provide financial oversight and
to protect the organization's assets.
How do board members go about
doing this if they aren't "financial
experts"? Many boards recruit from
the community a board member who
works in the accounting or banking
world to serve as the "financial
expert." Is relying upon such a
financial expert enough to satisfy
your fiduciary duties as a board
member in the eyes of the law?
After a number of high-profile
accounting scandals in the public
sector, the U.S. Congress passed the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act in 2002. This
Act requires public corporations to
have independent auditors, has
corporate executives take personal
responsibility for the completeness
and accuracy of the financial reports,
requires disclosure of conflicts of
interest, and many other important
elements.
While
non-profit
organizations are not required to
follow this Act, many have started to
adopt elements of it as good practice.
There is also a belief that similar
provisions may eventually be
required
for
non-profits,
so
organizations
adopting
these
principles are simply staying ahead
of the curve.
In the U.S., non-profit tax forms
include the following questions:
Does the organization have a
written conflict of interest policy?
Does the organization have a
written whistleblower policy?
Does the organization have a
written document retention and

8

destruction policy?
Does the organization have an
audit committee?
Did the organization's governing
body review the Form 990 (Return
of Organization Exempt from
Income Tax) before it was filed?
Clearly the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
provisions are being reflected in
these questions. Does Policy
Governance provide the framework
for holding organizations to these
standards? The answer is "yes" – and
more.

resource use. This statement may
include language such as “at a cost
justified by the benefits produced.” It
is then up to the CEO to demonstrate
a reasonable interpretation of this
aspect of the policy and provide
evidence of compliance in the
monitoring report.

(A detailed description of Policy
Governance principles, including
monitoring, can be found on our
website www.governancecoach.com)

Executive Limitation policies are
created so that the Board will (a)
avoid prescribing means, thus giving
the CEO authority to select the most
effective means to achieve Ends and
(b) eliminate those means that would
be unacceptable even if they work,
because they are imprudent or
unethical. It is in these policies that a
board would address the concerns
highlighted in the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act. Examples of policy statements
that provide broad direction to the
CEO are: "Do not operate without a
written whistle blower policy that
provides for employees to raise a
concern regarding legal or ethical
violations without fear of reprisal,"
"Do not operate without a written
policy that prevents conflict of
interest ," and "Do not operate
without a written document retention
and destruction policy that prevents
altering, destroying, mutilating,
concealing,
falsifying
records,
documents or tangible objects with
the intent to obstruct, impede or
influence a legal investigation."

Ends policies describe the benefits
the organization is to produce, for
which people, at what cost or worth.
The “at what cost or worth”
statement is the beginning of the
Board‟s control of the organization‟s
finances. This is the opportunity to
describe in broad terms the Board‟s
intent related to the efficiency of

Resources for Policy Content
In order to develop appropriate
policies, you will want to consult a
variety of external sources to help
you understand and identify areas of
risk for your organization. These will
help you determine appropriate
policy criteria. Detailed information
on the Sarbanes Oxley Act, is

How Policy Governance
Addresses the Management of
Finances
Policy Governance addresses an
organization‟s finances in multiple
areas: what it‟s worth to achieve
results, what is imprudent and
unethical within operations, and the
behavior of the board itself. The
board states its intentions for
governing itself and its organization
in written policies. Policies are
divided into four broad categories:
Ends,
Executive
Limitations,
Governance Process, and BoardManagement Delegation.

or payables to be settled in an
untimely
manner),
government
payments (Do not allow tax
payments or other governmentordered payments or filings to be
late or inaccurate). The board
creates policies of this nature which
For criteria to include when drafting include all of the limitations the
a whistleblower policy, visit the board deems necessary for prudence.
Nonprofit Risk Management Center
website (http://nonprofitrisk.org/library/
article/employment091005.shtml). Keep
Ultimately, boards are
in mind that when you consult
external sources unfamiliar with responsible for ensuring
Policy Governance they may suggest good governance and
that detailed policies need to be good management.
developed at the Board level. The
policies suggested may well be more
appropriate at the operational level – An Executive Limitation policy
and therefore not the board‟s job. related to financial planning and
The board needs to identify the budgeting might state, “The CEO
highest level values that should be shall not allow budgeting or other
financial planning that risks fiscal
addressed.
jeopardy, is not derived from a multi
-year plan, or deviates materially
“Size” Policies Appropriately
Because Policy Governance provides from Board-stated Ends priorities in
for policies to be created in a “sized” allocation of resources.” This policy
fashion, at the very broadest level a would likely further limit other
board would create an all- aspects of financial planning and
encompassing policy such as “The budgeting such as the credibility of
CEO shall not cause or allow unlaw- projections (Do not develop a budget
ful, imprudent, or unethical activi- without credible projection of
ties, decisions or organizational cir- revenues and expenses, separation of
cumstances.” The board then creates capital and operational items, cash
more detailed policies in whatever flow projections, and disclosure of
areas it deems require further expla- planning assumptions), planned
nation before delegating execution to expenditure of funds (Do not plan
the CEO. For example, an Executive the expenditures in any fiscal year of
Limitation policy for Financial more funds than are conservatively
Management at a broad level might projected to be received in that
or
long-term
fiscal
state, “The CEO shall not allow period),
organization funds to be managed in soundness (Do not endanger the
a manner that develops or permits fiscal soundness of future years or
fiscal jeopardy.” More detailed ignore the building of organizational
levels of a policy like this would capability sufficient to achieve Ends
further limit certain aspects of in future years), and many other
financial management such as asset/ aspects. The main point is that the
liability ratios (Do not allow the board considers all the components
ratio of assets to liabilities to drop of financial risk, including actual
below 2:1), debt limitations (Do not financial status, financial planning,
indebt the organization in an amount and activities associated with the
greater than can be repaid by management of finances, and then
certain, otherwise unencumbered develops policies that clearly
revenues within three months), debt identify what is off-limits for the
settlement (Do not allow receivables CEO (and consequently for anyone
reporting to the CEO as well).
available at the Securities and
Exchange Commissions website
(www.sec.gov/about/laws/ soa2002.pdf)
for the law in its entirety, or you can
visit a Guide to the Sarbanes-Oxley
Act website (www.soxlaw.com/).

Monitor Policy Compliance
Ultimately, boards are responsible
for ensuring good governance and
good
management.
Delegation
through the use of sound policies is
only the first step. In addition, a
board must have a systematic way to
ensure that what was delegated was
done. Policy Governance provides a
systematic and rigorous method to
do this. According to a schedule
defined by the board, the CEO must
provide a written monitoring report
demonstrating compliance with each
policy. The monitoring reports
require the CEO to provide an
interpretation of the policy, which
includes the metrics that will
demonstrate compliance and why
they are reasonable, as well as
evidence of compliance. The board
may also choose to hire a third party
to audit the policies, and/or it may
perform a direct inspection of the
evidence to ascertain compliance.
Does Policy Governance allow the
board to have an Audit Committee?

The short answer is “yes.” A key
principal is that board committees
exist to help the board do its own
job, not to help or advise the CEO.
Therefore the board must identify the
duties of an audit committee based
on what is board work, including
actions that cannot legally be
delegated, and not include in its
duties items that have been delegated
to the CEO. (So an Audit Committee
would not, for example, help the
Director of Finance develop the
budget). However, the Audit
9

Committee could assist the board
with its oversight duties related to
finance and ethics. The products
expected from the committee might
include: the selection of, liaison
with, and oversight of the external
auditor; the oversight of financial
information in the Annual Report;
direct inspection monitoring against
policy criteria as requested by the
board; and self-monitoring of the
board‟s code of conduct.

Policy Governance enables the board
to fulfill its fiduciary responsibilities
without hands-on management of the
finances by:
Clearly using Ends policies to
set the vision and direction of the
organization including financial
parameters as to what it is worth to
achieve the expected results.
Communicating the board‟s
financial expectations as written
criteria that govern the management
of finances.
How Policy Governance
Addresses the Board‟s HandsDelegating the management to
on Role in Finances
the CEO.
Fiduciary duties of board members
Rigorously monitoring what has
are addressed in Governance Process
been delegated.
policies which describe the board‟s
own commitments for its behavior. This systematic approach provides
These are usually addressed in a for real accountability.
Code of Conduct policy, which
covers content such as exercise of Credits:
Some of the policy examples in this article are
due care, diligence and skill; board taken from work copyright by John and
member
conflict
of
interest; Miriam Carver.
confidentiality;
board
member
support of legitimately made board
decisions; and other aspects of board
member behavior that the board as a
whole agrees upon.

Board members using the
Executive Limitations approach may certainly need
advice and help...but they
do not themselves need to
be finance wizards. What
they do need to know are
sources of risk and indicators of financial jeopardy.
- John and Miriam Carver

In Summary
In this article we have highlighted
how a board can provide sound
oversight of an organization‟s
finances including meeting the
requirements of any externally
imposed legislation. Because the
board governs through policies, there
is consistency in decision-making
despite who the "financial expert" on
the board may be this year.
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..in your area!
As of this publication date,
a member of the Governance
Coach Team will be traveling to
the following areas in 2011:
June 6-9 Mistissini, QC
July 6-11 Vancouver, BC
August 18 Toronto, ON
August 30-31 Regina, SK
September 9-11 Cape Cod, MA
September 17 Kenora, ON
September 23 Edmonton, AB
October 1 Thunder Bay, ON
October 13-14 Edmonton, AB
October 22 Princeton, NJ
October 29-30 White Rock, BC
November 5 Kingston, ON
November 17 Toronto, ON
December 9-11 Pittsburgh, PA
Share the cost of expenses!
If your company or organization
would like to hold a Policy Governance® workshop or meet with
a member of the Governance
Coach™ team while they are in
your area, please contact:

Jason Hamlin
An Associate of The Governance
Coach™, Jason Hamlin has completed
the Policy Governance® Academy™,
and is a member of the International
Policy Governance Association. He was
chosen as one of Alaska's Top 40 Professionals Under 40 for 2009. Jason
was the 2004 Business Person of the
Year for the Greater Wasilla Chamber
of Commerce and was awarded an
Alaska legislative citation in 2004 for the
Business of the Year. He has also
achieved the high standards necessary
to hold the Certified Investment Management Associate and Chartered Retirement Planning Counselor designations.

Marian Hamilton
Executive Assistant

89 Douglasview Rise S.E.
Calgary, Alberta
Tel: (403) 720-6282
Fax: (403) 720-8746
Email:
marian@governancecoach.com
Contact Us today!
Check our website for updates
www.governancecoach.com

Policy Governance® and Administration:

Behind the Scenes
of a Successful Board

October 19-20, 2011

9:00 A.M. – 4:00 P.M.

International Hotel, Calgary, AB

Networking Breakfast at 8:30 A.M. Lunch will be provided.
Contact the International Hotel at 1-800-661-8627
for special accommodation rates: quote The Governance Coach

Who Should Attend?

Contact us for a Full Brochure!

Executive Assistants, Board Secretaries, Board Assistants and other Administrative
Staff who wish to successfully support and enhance their board’s activities.

Discover the relevance of specific Policy Governance principles
for your supporting role!
Your Backstage Role in Policy Governance smoothes the way for a board to govern effectively, rather
than focus on the details of the processes.
Boards with administrative support staff who themselves have a solid understanding of Policy
Governance®, and who proactively handle the logistical details of policy housekeeping, governancefriendly board materials, and agenda detail are much more effective in using the model. This twoday workshop will teach you how to:
Master the details of policy housekeeping
Support the board’s linkage with owners
Simplify processes for monitoring the CEO
Help the board stay out of the kitchen
Support the board’s agenda planning process more effectively
Support the board’s development and self-evaluation
Create a governance information system to support the board’s work
Participants receive a reference manual that includes practical tools for agenda planning, managing board documents, supporting the board in monitoring, self-evaluation and more !
Here‟s what past participants have to say about this workshop:
“Loved all the teaching tools and the variety of interaction and lecture.
There was so much good content I will have to come back!”
“I think I finally get Policy Governance® !

Register by September 1 for the Super Early-Bird Rate: $800
Register Today!

Email: marian@governancecoach.com
Or call (403) 720-6282
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Resources

Tool Kits

Now Online !
REALBoard
Online Learning™

Connect!
A Guide to
Ownership
Linkage”

Tool Kit Volume 3
Ownership linkage is critical to the board’s key accountability of determining on behalf of owners, what
the organization is to produce. Learn to develop a
perpetual ownership linkage plan as a component
of sustainable use of Policy Governance®.
$34.99 each

“Board SelfEvaluation”

Tool Kit Volume 2
n

2nd Updated Editio
now available!

Address the real-life questions about Board SelfEvaluation using practical tips, samples and a variety
of tools! Make board self-evaluation a meaningful way
to ensure your board’s continuous improvement.
$29.99 each

Meaningful
Monitoring”

Tool Kit Volume 1

PGIQ! ™

A challenging, fun game
to enhance learning

Reinforce your understanding of
Policy Governance® principles
and their application with a
stimulating ―jeopardy‖ style
game. Teams of board members compete to answer questions from basic concepts to
challenging applications in areas such as monitoring, owner
linkage, ends, delegation and
limitations. May be played as a
board game or visually displayed with PowerPoint version,
included on CD.
$95

It’s easy to order!
Online….

Visit our e-store at
www.governancecoach.com
Click on e-store for instant access to all our resources !

By Email...
Monitoring is critical to the board’s ability to be accountable to owners. This book is designed to address “real
life” questions about the process of monitoring the
CEO. How does a board attend to this important task
without spending undue time doing so?
$29.99 each

Special Offers !

Trio Pak— A set of one copy of each tool Kit
Save 20% over individual prices $79.99

Multiple-Copy Discounts!
Purchase 8 or more of any Tool Kit and
receive a complimentary CD of the Tools!
Meaningful Monitoring: 8 at $19.99 each plus CD
Board Self Evaluation: 8 at $19.99 each plus CD
Connect! A Guide to Ownership Linkage : 8 at $24.99
each plus CD

marian@governancecoach.com

Or call us directly...

Online, interactive learning modules… an instant Policy Governance® introduction for new or prospective board members in 15-20
minute web-accessible segments
conveniently available in real-time.
Also great for any board member
as a refresher on the basics of
Policy Governance®.Visit
www.governancecoach.com for
a free, hands-on demonstration
and just follow the links on this introductory module. Available as a
one-year board subscription for all
board and executive staff or as an
individual subscription with unlimited access for one year.

The Best-Fit
Board Member
Matrix™ Downloadable!

at 403.720-6282

Credits
Policy Governance® is a registered
service mark of Dr. John Carver.
Concepts referring to Policy Governance® in this newsletter are
drawn from John and Miriam
Carver‟s published works, as well
as dialogue on their internet forum,
conversations with them and personal experience with the model.
Material in this newsletter may be
copied for non-commercial use as
long as proper credit is attributed.

The Best-Fit
Board Builder™
Downloadable!

89 Douglasview Rise S.E,
Calgary, Alberta T2Z 2P5
Phone 403.720.6282 Fax 403.720.8746
jannice@governancecoach.com
www.governancecoach.com

